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Literacy and English 
 

• WORKSHEET - Reading - Choose a Scots poem to read. Summarise what the poem is 

about and write down the meaning of any Scots vocabulary you were unsure of.  
Learn your chosen poem by heart and practise saying it aloud as we will recite them in 

class on return to school. Remember to perform your poem with expression!  

You may wish to select a poem from the links below or find your own by a Scots poet 

such as Robert Burns. For those who cannot access the link, there are some poems 

included in the worksheets below. 
            https://electricscotland.com/culture/features/scots/children.htm 
            http://www.scotshoose.com/favouritepoems.html   

 

• ASSIGNMENT - Writing – Scots Poem - Watch the video linked below and follow the 

guidance to write your own poem using as much Scots language as possible. You may 

wish to write about something relevant to your life today (e.g. lockdown, home 

schooling etc), nature or animals, somewhere in Scotland you enjoy visiting... It is up to 

you! Use a Scots dictionary to help if you need https://dsl.ac.uk/ .  
Your poem does not need to rhyme but it should be well thought out, display a 

knowledge of the Scots language, and make sense. You might want to consider using a 

mind map to plan out your poem before making a start. 
            Upload your final poem to the Assignment section on Teams. 

 

You can watch this video for some inspiration. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zj7dtfr To practise, you could write down Scots 

words and divide them into nouns, adjectives and verbs. You could write your own ‘Whit 

am I?’ riddle poems, using these words. 

 

• WORKSHEET - Spelling – Using your Scots words (and English if you wish) from last week, 

create a word search for someone in your house to solve. There is a template attached. 

EXT: Can you add in any other Scots words that you know?  

 

• WORKSHEET - Punctuation/Grammar - Using Connectives - Follow the Using Connectives 

Powerpoint on Teams (in the Files section of the Literacy channel) to remind yourself 

what connectives are and how they can be used effectively.  

There are 3 activities within the Powerpoint for you to complete.  

Then select one of the worksheets provided to practise using connectives in your work. 

There will be a MEDIUM and a HOT challenge for you to choose from. 

            EXT: Create your own piece of writing which demonstrates your ability to use a wide    

            range of interesting connectives. 

 

• Listening/Talking - Listen to the four Scots Sangs here. Explain to someone at home 

which song is your favourite and give reasons for your choice. Feel free to share your 

thoughts on Teams.  
 

Please continue with the task we set you last week if you have not completed it already. 

Research and prepare a presentation (can be a PPT/poster etc) about an influential 

Scottish person. You will work on this over the next couple of weeks and share this with 

the class when we return to school.  

 

https://electricscotland.com/culture/features/scots/children.htm
http://www.scotshoose.com/favouritepoems.html
https://dsl.ac.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zj7dtfr
https://www.scotssangsfurschools.com/children-s-sangs
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 ***  Remember to continue to listen to our novel, The Infinite, which will be uploaded 

on Teams throughout the week. *** 
  

 

Numeracy and Maths 
 

• WORKSHEET – Problem Solving – Diagonal Sums  

 
• ICT Games – Try some of the algebra games available at 

http://www.algebra4children.com/games.html  

 

• WORKSHEET - Algebra - Solving Basic Equations – Watch Mr Hepburn showing you how 

to solve some basic algebraic equations (Numeracy Channel on Teams, then click P7 

Maths Videos at the top of the page), then complete the textbook pages below. 

Everyone should attempt p91-93, and if you are looking for a further challenge, give 

p111 a go. There are some videos in the Maths channel which should help you.  

           To see the videos click on the maths channel then look at the top of the page where it     

           says more. 

 
• ASSIGNMENT – Function Machine Fun – Complete this assignment on Teams. 

 

• WORKSHEET - Basic Number Skills Bingo Grid - Practise some of your basic maths skills 

using a wide range of tasks found on the Bingo Grids below. Choose the grid most 

appropriate to you and work through the tasks, crossing them off as you go.  

           GREEN GRID = MILD (one star in top left) 

           PURPLE GRID = MEDIUM (two stars in top left) 

           PINK GRID = HOT (three stars in top left) 

 

     *** You have all been entered into the Edinburgh Sumdog competition which runs from 

Friday 15th January 8am until Thursday 21st January 8pm at www.sumdog.com - GOOD LUCK! 

 
 

  

 

Additional Curricular Areas 
 

• Health and Wellbeing –  
Hi! Mr Hepburn here. I was in school and met a P5 in the playground. I said hello and 

asked them how they were getting on. They said they that missed their friends and felt a 

little sad. I told them some of my lockdown top tips for keeping a happy mind and a 

healthy body. I wonder what would have been your top 4 tips for that P5? Can you add 

them to this Padlet and share them with everyone else please?  

              https://padlet.com/l_nelson145/m4we52k6b7dektoy 
 

 

• STEM - We are going to be looking at how bridges around Scotland have helped 

connect different areas together, making travel easier.  
 

Task 1: Read through the PowerPoint in Teams called ’Types of Bridges’ 
 

Task 2: Copy and complete the table of information below: 

 

 

http://www.algebra4children.com/games.html
http://www.sumdog.com/
https://padlet.com/l_nelson145/m4we52k6b7dektoy
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Type of Bridge Positives of this 

type of bridge 

Negatives of 

this type of 

bridge 

Interesting fact 

about this type 

of bridge 

What is this type 

of bridge 

normally used 

for? 

   

 

  

   

 

  

   

 

  

   

 

  

 

Task 3: Can you add the following bridges onto your map of Scotland? 

1. Queensferry crossing 

2. Forth Road Bridge 

3. Clyde Arc, The Squinty Bridge 

4. Glenfinnan Viaduct 

5. Kylesku Bridge 

6. Skye Bridge   

7. Swilcan Bridge 

8. Tay Road Bridge 

 

EXT: Can you find out the length of these bridges and order them from longest to 

shortest? 

 

• Expressive Arts – Have a look at the PPT ‘Bridges around the world’ which is posted in 

Teams.  

Which bridge are you most interested in?  

Can you get creative by choosing your favourite bridge and design a picture of it?  

This could be using paint, collage, shading, pens and pencils or any other medium of 

your choice. There are some pictures below to give you some inspiration. 
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• WORKSHEET - Social Studies - At a traditional Burns Supper, someone will write and read 

aloud a tribute or toast to Robert Burns called The Immortal Memory. This consists of 

details about his life, his accomplishments and why he is such a celebrated figure in 

Scottish history. Read the text below about Robert Burns’ life and write your own 

Immortal Memory speech. You may wish to do your own additional research too.  
Make sure it is full of accurate information, excellent vocabulary, and Scottish spirit and 

pride! 
           Here are some top tips for writing and delivering the Immortal Memory toast:  

           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrAQNragW00 

 

           EXT: Try this quiz about Robert Burns and his life.  
           https://www.funtrivia.com/playquiz/quiz63333742c60.html  

 

• WORKSHEET - Social Studies - Using the map of Scotland you were working on last week; 

can you locate these famous Scottish landmarks and add them to your map? Please fill 

in the table below identifying the location of the landmark and what is it.  

 

Landmark Location and explanation 

Arthur’s Seat  

Loch Ness  

The Kelpies   

The Fairy Pools   

Ben Nevis  

Wallace Monument  

Holyrood Palace  

John O’Groats  

River Clyde  

River Tay  

The V&A  

RRS Discovery  

 

 

• French – Le Temps – The Weather 

            Over the next 3 weeks our topic will be Le Temps 

o Watch the pre-recorded French weather lesson 1 here or on the French Channel in 

Teams 

o Use quizlet help you learn the weather phrases 

o Complete the worksheet ‘Quel temps fait-il?’ by filling in the blanks 

o Listen to the song ‘Il pleut’ on YouTube and count how many times you hear the 

words ‘il pleut’. il pleut - song 

 
  

 

Supporting Learning Ideas - Signpost of the Week:  
 

➢  Lots of great STEM learning and activities to do from Dynamic Earth  
           https://www.dynamicearthonline.co.uk/  

➢ Prodigy Maths Game https://sso.prodigygame.com/game/start?rid=f5e57ab0-b9f3-

4ea6-8ede-d51fb2c0532b Please make sure you have an adult’s permission before signing 

up for a new game account.  
➢ Explore these resources created by the BBC.  

         https://www.thinglink.com/card/1404012850376081409  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrAQNragW00
https://www.funtrivia.com/playquiz/quiz63333742c60.html
https://cityofedinburgheducation-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/r/personal/9075825_ea_edin_sch_uk/Documents/Recordings/Meeting%20with%20Barbara%20Jones-20210114_102100-Meeting%20Recording.mp4?csf=1&web=1&e=eDjxyM
https://quizlet.com/gb/446059658/le-temps-the-weather-flash-cards/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHdp6I3Hyzs
https://www.dynamicearthonline.co.uk/
https://sso.prodigygame.com/game/start?rid=f5e57ab0-b9f3-4ea6-8ede-d51fb2c0532b
https://sso.prodigygame.com/game/start?rid=f5e57ab0-b9f3-4ea6-8ede-d51fb2c0532b
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1404012850376081409
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Reading – Scot Poems 

The Sair Finger by Walter Wingate 

You’ve hurt your finger? Puir wee man! 

Your pinkie? Deary me! 

Noo, juist you haud it that wey till 

I get my specs and see! 

 

 My, so it is – and there’s the skelf! 

Noo, dinna greet nae mair. 

See there – my needle’s gotten’t out! 

I’m sure that wasna sair? 

 

 And noo, to make it hale the morn. 

Put on a wee bit saw. 

And tie a bonnie hankie roun’t – 

Noo, there na – rin awa’! 

 

 Your finger sair ana’? Ye rogue. 

Ye’re only letting on! 

Weel, weel, then – see noo, there ye are. 

Row’d up the same as John. 

 

The Puddock by JM Caie 

A puddock sat by the lochan’s brim,  

An’ he thocht there was never a puddock like him.  

He sat on his hurdies, he waggled his legs,  

An’ cockit his heid as he glowered throu’ the seggs.  

The bigsy wee cratur’ was feelin’ that prood,  

He gapit his mou’ an’ he croakit oot lood: 

‘Gin ye’d a’ like tae see a richt puddock,’ quo’ he,  

‘Ye’ll never, I’ll sweer get a better nor me.  

I’ve fem’lies an’ wives an’ a weel-plenished hame,  

Wi’ drink for my thrapple an’ meat for my wame.  

The lasses aye thocht me a fine strappin’ chiel.  

An’ I ken I’m a rale bonny singer as wed.  

I’m nae gyaun tae blaw, but the truth I maun tell — 

I believe I’m the verra MacPuddock himsel’.' 

A heron was hungry an’ needin’ rae sup,  

Sae he nabbit th’ puddock and gollup’t him up;  

Syne runkled his feathers: ‘A peer thing,’ quo’ he,  

‘But — puddocks is nae fat they eesed tae be.’ 
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Piper by JK Annand 

The hielant piper in his braws 

    Heedrom hodrom hi 

Pluffs his rosie cheeks and blaws 

    Heedrom hodrom hielantman.  

He gie's his oxtered bag a squeeze 

    Heedrom hodrom hi 

And oot the bonnie music flees 

    Heedrom hodrom hielantman.  

Fingers on the chanter prancin 

    Heedrom hodrom hi 

Gar a bodie's feet gae dancin 

    Heedrom hodrom hielantman.  

Some can pipe and some can sing 

    Heedrom hodrom hi 

But I can dance the Hielant Fling 

    Heedrom hodrom hielantman. 

 

A DUG, A DUG by Bill Keys 

Hey, Daddy, wid ye get us a dug ? 

A big broon alsation ur a wee white pug ? 

Ur a skinny wee terrier, ur a big fat collie? 

Aw, daddy,get us a dug.  Will yi ?  

 

Whit! An' whose dug'll it be when it durties the flerr, 

An' wets the carpet and messes the sterr? 

Its me ur yer mammy'll be tane furra mug. 

Away oot'n play.  Yer no getting a dug. 

 

But daddy thur gi'en them away 

Down therr at the RSPCA. 

Yu'll get wan fur nothin, so ye will. 

Aw. Daddy, get us a dug, Will ye? 

 

Dji hear um?  Oan aboot dugs again? 

Ah think that yins goat dugs'n the brain. 

Ah know whit yu'll get: a skite oan the lug 

If ah hear ony merr aboot this bloomin dug. 

 

Aw, Daddy, it widny be dear tae keep 

An' ah'd make it a basket fur it tae sleep. 

An' ah'd take it fur runs away ower the hull. 

Aw, Daddy, get us a dug.  Will ye? 

 

A doan't think thurs embdy like you: 

Yi could wheedle the twist oot a flamin' corkscrew. 

Noo! Get doon aff my neck.  Gies nane a yur hugs. 

Aw right.  THAT'S ANUFF. Ah'll get yi a dug. 

 

Aw Daddy.  A dug. A dug. 
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Using Connectives - Medium 
  

A)      Using the following connectives 

  

but                  so                    because                    if                      as             and 

  

Join each pair of simple sentences together in order to make a complex sentence. Try to use 

each connective at least once. 

  

1)        The alarm went off. Burglars had broken in through the window. 

2)        The pupils quietened down. The teacher began the assembly. 

3)        Mr Jones opened the bag. It was empty. 

4)        Paul put extra chocolates on the plate. They were for the special guest. 

5)        The phone rang. Nobody answered it. 

6)        The old lady was furious. The bus was late again. 

7)        I went to the shop. I brought two packets of sweets. 

8)        We were allowed on the school trip. We were well behaved. 

9)        The butler made the bed. It was neat and tidy for the guests. 

10)  Santa Claus came down the chimney. Nobody could hear him. 

11)  Tennis is my favourite sport. Not everyone likes it. 

12)  The teacher told us to pack up. It was the end of the lesson. 

  

 

 

  

B)        This paragraph is made up entirely of simple sentences. Re-write it, joining the sentences 

together with connectives so that it is more interesting. You will need to leave some of the full 

stops in so that you are still writing in sentences. 

  

 

Last night I was lying in bed. I heard a strange sound. I thought it was coming 

from downstairs. Then I heard it by my window. It was a scratching sort of 

noise. It was not loud. I was frightened. I didn’t know what it was. Bravely, I 

crept out of bed. I tiptoed over to the window. What a surprise I had! 
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Using Connectives - HOT  

 

Match the two halves of the sentences. Then use an appropriate connective from the box below 

to link them. The connective you choose for each sentence will depend on the order of your 

sentence. You may use a connective more than once but try to vary the connectives you use as 

much as possible. Reread your sentences to ensure they make sense.  

1.  Portugal played well a. She got an A 

2.  It was raining b. He lost in the quarter-finals 

3.  The teacher entered the room c. You aren’t wearing a coat 

4.  She studied hard d. It started getting dark 

5.  We played football e. We went inside 

6.  He was good at football f. He was violently sick 

7.   I got in the bath g. They lost to Spain 

8.  Federer’s a good player h. I don’t do it very often 

9.  Billy ate a packet of biscuits i. Joe was a great swimmer 

10. You will be cold j. The students fell quiet 

11. I enjoy cycling k. They didn’t play their best 

12. England has some great players 
l. The phone rang 

although        as soon as       because    however       if 

  

in addition        since        so         until       when 

  

therefore                  nevertheless                      consequently 

 
 

 The paragraph below is made up of only simple sentences. Re-write it using connectives to 

create complex sentences. 

Janet turned around. The noise behind her had startled her. She wanted to run away. She 

couldn’t. She took a deep breath. Carefully, she edged towards the door. Janet picked up a 

piece of wood from the floor. She didn’t know what was behind the door. The noise was getting 

louder. Janet was terrified. She kept walking forwards. Her hand touched the door handle. Her 

heart beat quickly. It was the only thing she could hear. Janet slowly opened the door. She didn’t 

want to see what was behind it. She promised herself she’d never come back here again. 
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Diagonal Sums 

 

Here is a 100 square with some of the numbers shaded: 

 

 

 

Look at the green square which contains the numbers 2,3,12 and 13. 

Do you notice anything about the sum of the numbers that are diagonally opposite each other? 

 

Look at the pink square. 

What happens this time when you look at the numbers diagonally opposite each other? 

What about the yellow square? 

You could try with other squares which have four numbers in them. 

Can you find a reason why what you notice, happens? 

 

 

Look at the squares shaded red. They form the corners of a large 3 by 3 square. 

If you add the numbers diagonally opposite each other, what do you notice with this larger 

square? 

Can you find a reason why what you notice, happens? 

 

What happens for squares of different sizes? 

You may wish to use a blank 100 square (attached below) to experiment with some different 

squares on numbers. 
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Blank 100 Square 
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KEY SKILLS

Single Digit by Multiple of 10 Multiplication & Division Facts Single Digit by Multiple of 100 Division Facts with 10s

Pass
Choose a single digit number. Have a 
partner throw an object for you to 
catch and multiply the number by 10.

Hit the Button
Visit the Top Marks website or 

download the Top Marks App. Play ‘Hit 
the Button’ with multiplication and 

division tables.

Pass
Choose a single digit number. Have a 

partner throw an object for you to catch 
and multiply the number by 100

Think of a Number
Think of a number up to 1000
Divide it by 10, 100 and 100.
What pattern do you see?

Target Practise
Make a target board in a safe space 

with numbers from 1 - 10
Throw something soft at 2 numbers 

and multiply them together

Buzz
With a partner, choose a times table 

to practise and then take turns 
counting in ones. When you hit a 

station of the times table say ‘buzz’ 
instead of the number. How far can 

you get?

Colourful Tables
Write out all your numbers to 144 and 
colour all the times table stations in 

different colours.

Countdown
Visit Nrich Maths: Countdown to 

play the classic game and practise 
your mental maths agility.

Think of a Number 2
Think of a number up to 1000
Multiply it by 10, 100 and 100.
What pattern do you see?

Rigour Maths Calendar
Can you complete the Second Level 

Calendar?

How Many?
How many different ways can you make 

500 using different calculations?

Four In A Row
Visit the Nrich Website and search 
for ‘For Go’. To be played with a 

partner. 

A Square of Numbers
Visit the Nrich Website and search 
for A Square of Numbers. Solve the 

square puzzle.

Daily Rigour
Visit the Daily Rigour website. Can you 

complete the problem solving tasks 
for the week?

Daily 10
Visit the Top Marks website or download 
the Top Marks App. Play’ The Daily 10’ 

and choose the topic you wish to 
practise.

Sumdog
Log on to Sumdog – how many 

questions can you answer correctly

Maths Basic Facts: Green Bingo Grid
Practise these activities to help you progress to the next level



KEY SKILLS

Prime Numbers Multiples for all numbers Products Factors

Buzz
With a partner take turns counting in 
ones. When you hit a prime number 

say ‘buzz’ instead of the number. How 
far can you get?

Colourful Tables
Write out all your numbers to 144 and 
colour the all the times table stations 

in different colours.

Hit the Button
Visit the Top Marks website or 

download the Top Marks App. Play ‘Hit 
the Button’ with products.

List
Choose a 2 digit number. How many 

factors can you list for the number in 
60 seconds? 

Colourful Primes
Write out all a list of numbers to 100 
and colour all the prime numbers. Can 

you extend past 100?

Target Practise
Make a target board in a safe space 

with numbers from 1 - 10
Throw something soft at 2 numbers 

and multiply them together

Choose 5
Choose five 2 digit numbers ending in 
0. How many multiplication sums can 

you make using them?

Countdown
Visit Nrich Maths: Countdown to play 
the classic game and practise your 

mental maths agility.

Memory Game
Make number cards of decimals 

totalling one. Place them upside down 
and play the memory game making a 

whole number.

Daily Rigour
Visit the Daily Rigour website. Can you 

complete the problem solving tasks 
for the week?

How Many?
How many different ways can you 

make 1000 using different 
calculations?

Meteor Multiplication 
Visit the Top Marks Website and 
search for Meteor Multiplication. 

Practise your times tables, products 
and factors.

Maths Playground
Search for Maths Playground and find 

the game Factor Trees. Practise 
finding Highest and Lowest Common 

Factors.

Rigour Maths Calendar
Can you complete the Second Level 

Calendar?

Daily 10
Visit the Top Marks website or 

download the Top Marks App. Play’ 
The Daily 10’ and choose the topic you 

wish to practise.

Sumdog
Log on to Sumdog – how many 

questions can you answer correctly

Maths Basic Facts: Purple Bingo Grid
Practise these activities to help you progress to the next level



KEY SKILLS

Basic Operations Adding and Subtracting 
Decimals

Powers of Numbers Multiplication and Division of 
Decimals

Daily Rigour
Visit the Daily Rigour website. Can you 
complete the problem solving tasks in 

THIRD LEVEL for the week?

Choose 5
Choose five 3 digit numbers. How 

many multiplication and division sums 
can you make using them?

Colourful Powers
Write out numbers from 1- 100.
Colour in all the square numbers.
Colour in all the cube numbers.

Think of a Number
Think of a number up to 1000 with 

decimals. E.G. 658.2
Multiply and divide it by 10, 100 and 

100.
What patterns do you see?

Meteor Multiplication 
Visit the Top Marks Website and 
search for Meteor Multiplication. 

Practise your times tables, factors, 
products and square/cube numbers.

How Many?
How many different ways can you 

make 5000 using different 
calculations?

Choose 5
Choose five 3 digit numbers. How 

many addition and subtraction sums 
can you make using them?

Countdown
Visit Nrich Maths: Countdown to play 
the classic game and practise your 
mental maths agility. Set yourself a 

60 second limit

Rigour Maths Calendar
Can you complete the Third Level 

Calendar?

Square Sequence
Create a list of all the square 

numbers that you know. How far can 
you get in 60 seconds?

Common Factors
Choose two 2 digit numbers. How 

many factors do they share?

Multiplication Squares
Visit the Nrich Website and search 
for Multiplication Squares. Solve the 

grids.

Target Practise
Make a target board in a safe space 

with numbers from 1 - 10
Throw something soft at 2 numbers 

and multiply them together. How many 
can you do in 60 seconds?

Maths Playground
Search for Maths Playground and 

find the game Factor Trees. Practise 
finding Highest and Lowest Common 

Factors.

Daily 10
Visit the Top Marks website or 

download the Top Marks App. Play’ 
The Daily 10’ and choose the topic you 

wish to practise.

Sumdog
Log on to Sumdog – how many 

questions can you answer correctly

Maths Basic Facts: Pink Bingo Grid
Practise these activities to help you progress to the next level



Robert Burns 
Robert Burns was a Scottish poet and lyricist. He is 
fondly regarded as the national poet of Scotland 
and his poems and songs, written in both Scots 
language and standard English, are renowned 
worldwide. 

Robert Burns, also known as Robbie or 
Rabbie, was born on 25th January 1759 in 
the village of Alloway in Ayrshire, Scotland. 
He was born in a modest farmhouse, built by his 
father William Burness, which he referred to as the 
‘auld cley biggin’. Burns had a very humble start to life. 
He was the eldest of seven children and his father was a tenant farmer so the 
family often lived in poverty and hardship.

Burns began his working life as a farmer. However, his father recognised the 
value of education so taught all of his children how to read and write.  Some of 
Burns’ most notable poems were based on the things he observed whilst he was 
out ploughing the fields. For example, he wrote ‘To a Mouse’ after he turned over 
a field mouse’s nest with his plough. Another of his poems called ‘To a Louse’ 
was written after he observed a louse (head lice) on a lady’s bonnet in church. 

The inspiration for most of his poems 
and ballads came from falling in love. 
Burns penned his first love song at the 
tender age of 15 but it wasn’t until 
the age of 27 that his poems were 
published.  One of his most famous 
love poems is ‘A Red, Red, Rose.’

In 1788, around the time Robert 
married Jean Armour, he travelled 
around Scotland collecting local songs 

and writing poems about his travels. Although Burns is regarded as a national 
treasure, his controversial political views often made people question his loyalty 
to the Scottish crown. 

Burns died on 21st July 1796 at the young age of 37. His funeral took place on 
25th July, which was also the day his twelfth child, Maxwell, was born.

visit twinkl.scotPage 1 of 2



Robert Burns 

Burns Legacy
The ‘auld cley biggin’ is now home to the Robert Burns’ Birthplace Museum. 
The museum attracts over 100,000 visitors every year and exhibits hundreds of 
artefacts belonging to Burns, including the quills he used to write some of his 
famous pieces of work.

After Queen Victoria and Christopher Columbus, there are more statues of Robert 
Burns around the world than any other non-religious person. To date, there are 
over 600; 15 of which are in Scotland.

One of Burns most famous poems ‘Auld Lang Syne’ is sung all over the world 
on 31st December (Hogmanay). It is even in the Guinness Book of World Records 
because it is one of the three most popular songs in the English language. 

Burns Night
The first Burns suppers were organised by Robert’s friends, a few years after his 
death. They wanted to celebrate his life and his poems. Today, Burns Night is 
celebrated all around the world on 25th January. 

The supper begins with ‘The Selkirk Grace’ followed by an invited speaker who 
recites Robert’s famous poem ‘Address to a Haggis’. Haggis, neeps (turnips) and 
tatties (potatoes) are then served. The evening usually ends with guests singing 
and dancing to ‘Auld Lang Syne’. 

Haggis is a savoury pudding traditionally 
made from the lining of a sheep’s stomach. 
The stomach is stuffed with minced sheep’s 
liver, heart, lungs, oatmeal, onion and suet. A 
dram of Scotch whisky is sometimes poured 
over the haggis before it is served. 
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French  - What’s the weather like?  
 

 

Our French topic for the next few weeks is WEATHER.  

1. Fill in the blanks on the activity above. Use the word box at the side to help you. Can you spot any patterns?  

2. Make sure you watch the presentation of the weather on Teams (French channel) 

3. Practise the weather phrases on quizlet at https://quizlet.com/446059658/flashcards  

Listen to the words as you do this (put flashcards on full screen) 

4. Listen to the song ‘Il pleut- it’s raining’ on Youtube. Count how many times you hear the words ‘il pleut’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHdp6I3Hyzs  

 

 

https://quizlet.com/446059658/flashcards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHdp6I3Hyzs


 

 

Primary 5, 6 and 7 

Miss Findlay’s Music Activity 2 

January 2021 
 

 
Watch the video and join in the warm up activity. 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4PrLsEYrY8 
 
‘My love is Like a Red, Red Rose’ body percussion warm up. 
 

The main activity is to learn a pattern played on ‘Cups’ to the song ’Hullamackadoo.’ 
 
You can access the activity sway and video by typing in the code in the address bar of 
your web browser. 
 
https://sway.office.com/BUEegGkT5CMT3DR4?ref=Link 
 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4PrLsEYrY8
https://sway.office.com/BUEegGkT5CMT3DR4?ref=Link

